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A freestanding tub set in front of a wax-coated Venetian plaster
wall is the centerpiece of this room in San Francisco’s Presidio
Heights; various textures and a neutral color palette add depth.
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3. SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
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HUMA SULAIMAN DESIGN

Redesigned to evoke the feeling of Argentina, this master
bathroom in San Juan Capistrano, California, includes custom
details including a black-and-white marble floor, brass accents
and cabinetry with a faux finish.
4. MIAMI

EOLO A&I DESIGN

The owners of this Palmetto Bay, Florida, home requested
a bathroom that was dramatic yet luxurious. Clean lines and
unobstructed pathways lend a chic, compelling edge to the
space’s functionality and flow.
5 . PA L M B E A C H | B R O WA R D

JMA INTERIOR DESIGN

This Jupiter, Florida, space was designed for a discerning client
who loves color. Custom vanities in pale lilac flank either side
of a custom soaking tub with a matching lilac cradle.
6. AUSTIN + SAN ANTONIO

KELLE CONTINE INTERIOR DESIGN

A dark and dramatic shower, with a peek of the hillside view,
provides a sense of personal space in the master bath of an Austin
home, designed in collaboration with Cornerstone Architects.
7. C O L O R A D O

CHARLES CUNNIFFE ARCHITECTS
& STERLING MCDAVID

In an Aspen bathroom, a Waterworks soaking tub sits next to glass
doors that open to a deck with mountain views. Calacatta Vagli
marble was selected for the floors, countertops and shower bench.
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& sterling mcdavid: aaron leitz.

design: gordon beall. lauren haskett fine design: max burkhalter. lissa lee hickman: werner segarra.

MT DEVELOPMENT
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dirkse interior design: alex hayden. jamesthomas interiors: richard powers. catherine m. austin interior

2. SAN FRANCISCO
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photos: forsythe + hall homes: zach spross. stelle lomont rouhani architects: matthew carbone. michelle

This modern and sophisticated master bathroom in La Cañada
Flintridge, California, designed in collaboration with Denise
Bosley Interiors, incorporates marble, limestone and a steelframed shower enclosure to form a serene retreat.
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reagen taylor. charles cunniffe architects
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1. LOS ANGELES

photos: scribe studio: ryan garvin photography. mt development: paul dyer. huma sulaiman design: chad mellon.
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8. DALLAS + FORT WORTH

FORSYTHE + HALL HOMES

The design team of this Dallas home wanted to promote
a light and airy aesthetic in the master bath. In front of a
large floor-to-ceiling window is a freestanding cast-iron
tub with bronze fixtures.
9. NEW YORK

11. CHICAGO

STELLE LOMONT ROUHANI
ARCHITECTS

JAMESTHOMAS INTERIORS

This Long Island, New York, bathroom is an extension
of the master bedroom. Materials are a study in restraint
with sand-colored stone in various textures; a soaking
tub sits on an elevated stone plinth.
1 0 . PA C I F I C N O R T H W E S T

MICHELLE DIRKSE INTERIOR DESIGN

In Bellevue, Washington, this bathroom remodel combines
classic touches with modern conveniences, such as
hidden storage behind Robern medicine cabinets with
added storage in the custom walnut surround.

The master bath of this Glencoe, Illinois, residence
was inspired by the clients’ love of vintage bathrooms.
Custom details including marble flooring, a settee and
light fixtures add to the uniqueness of this space.
12. BEST OF THE REST

CATHERINE M. AUSTIN
INTERIOR DESIGN

This master bathroom was part of a renovation to a
1930s Washington, D.C., home. Organic wallpaper
provides juxtaposition to the linear cabinets and marble
floor, while a porcelain tub acts as a sculptural anchor.

13. HOUSTON

LAUREN HASKETT FINE DESIGN

A reclaimed European stone sink—found at a local
antique store—is the anchor of this Houston powder
room. Wall sconces and a small antique mirror show off
the mural wallcovering.
14. ARIZONA

LISSA LEE HICKMAN

Luxurious etched marble flooring surrounds a
soaking tub with a floor-mounted faucet in a Paradise
Valley, Arizona, bathroom. Dramatic steel doors are
emphasized as a focal point, incorporating the beauty
of the surrounding landscape.

